This paper proposes a determined blind source separation (BSS) method with a Bayesian generalization for unified modelling of multiple audio sources. Our probabilistic framework allows a flexible multi-source modelling where the number of latent features required for the unified model is optimally estimated. When partitioning the latent features of the unified model to represent individual sources, the proposed approach helps to avoid over-fitting or under-fitting the correlations among sources. This adaptability of our Bayesian generalization therefore adds flexibility to conventional BSS approaches, where the number of latent features in the unified model has to be specified in advance. In the task of separating speech mixture signals, we show that our proposed method models diverse sources in a flexible manner and markedly improves the separation performance as compared to the conventional methods.
Introduction
Separation of audio sources from a set of their mixture signals is termed as source separation [1, 2] . The abundance of audio sources surrounding us often interfere with our desired source signal. This is reflected in the classic cocktail party problem, where a listener aims to follow one of the many conversations. Devices replicating this capability of source separation are used in hearing aids, speaker diarization, speech transcription, noise suppression etc [3] . Recent surge of smart devices with AI assistants also necessitate the separation methods to be invariant of each device's configuration of microphones. This lack of any a priori information on how the sources are mixed, the source characteristics, the microphone arrangement etc. are qualified as blind source separation (BSS) [4, 5] . Most fundamental BSS techniques are based on linearly decomposing the matrices containing the complex-valued spectra of mixture signals. One such technique is the frequency-domain independent component analysis (FDICA) [6, 7, 8] which aims to estimate a demixing matrix that can revert the spectra of mixture signals to the spectra of separated source signals. However FDICA suffers from a permutation problem as it necessitates the alignment of demixing parameters in each frequency bin. In case of determined BSS, where number of microphones equal the number of sources, the permutation problem can be overcome. Independent vector analysis (IVA) [9, 10] is one such technique which assumes higher-order dependencies among the frequency bins of each source and iteratively updates the demixing matrix.
Above BSS methods assume statistical independence among the source distributions which is often untrue because of the strong correlations prevalent among the magnitude spectra of audio sources. Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [11] is effective in extracting such correlations as a linear combination of relatively few latent features. The set of extracted features (bases) constitute a basis matrix and the set of corresponding coefficients of these bases constitute an activation matrix. The NMF-based modelling of source spectra in addition to IVA's formulation of the demixing matrix was proposed recently as independent low-rank matrix analysis (ILRMA) [12] .
Multi-source modelling in ILRMA is further formulated using two approaches. In the first approach, each source is modelled separately using NMF and therefore has its own basis and activation matrix. The second approach, however, has a unified NMF multi-source model wherein all sources share from the single basis and activation matrix. Most common problem with NMF-based BSS methods is that they often over-fit or under-fit the sources, as the number of latent features to be extracted by NMF has to be specified in advance. This motivates us to reformulate these methods with more flexible frameworks. We recently proposed a Bayesian generalization for the first ILRMA approach and showed that it can adaptively model a diverse range of sources [13] . However, a unified multi-source model can capture the correlations among sources, which is not possible when each source is modelled separately.
In this work, we propose a unified Bayesian framework for modelling the multi-source spectra in a flexible manner. Our probabilistic framework enables the unified model to adaptively choose the number of latent features required for optimally modelling the diverse source characteristics. We do by this placing a sparse prior over the reliability of each latent feature in the unified Bayesian model, thereby extracting only the most relevant features and enhancing the overall separation performance. In the following sections, we unpack the above conventional methods, their limitations and proposed method in detail.
Conventional Method
The underlying assumption among most frequency-domain based BSS methods is that the signals captured by microphones are convolutive mixtures of source signals [7] . Let M, N denote the number of microphones and sources respectively. The complex-valued spectra of source and mixture signals as estimated by short-time Fourier transform are formulated as
where x x xij = (xij,1, . . . , xij,M ) T and s s sij = (sij,1, . . . , sij,N )
T denote the mixture and source spectra respectively for each index i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I}, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}. (.) T denotes a matrix transpose and I, J denote the number of frequency bins, and time frames respectively. Ai is an M × N mixing matrix comprising of N steering vectors for the N respective sources. For determined BSS, M = N and the square matrix A A Ai has a valid inverse matrix. Therefore [9] proposed IVA which iteratively estimates a demixing matrix W W W i = A A A 
where y y yij = (yij,1, . . . , yij,M ) T denotes the estimated source spectra and (.)
H denotes the hermitian transpose. AuxIVA is an auxiliary function based IVA which has been proposed by [10] to avoid tuning the IVA's step-size parameter while also providing fast and stable updates.
ILRMA: Separate and Unified Source Models
IVA based methods do not capitalize on the low-rank nature of typical audio spectra. Considering the acoustic sources to be comprised of a few unique components (latent features), IL-RMA extends the above formulation in AuxIVA by modelling the variance of source spectra using NMF [12] . Each source in ILRMA is independently modelled with an isotropic complex Gaussian distribution. Since M = N , we denote rij,m as the distribution variance of each source m ∈ {1, . . . , M }. The cost function Q of ILRMA is given by As discussed earlier, in ILRMA the multi-source modelling is done using two approaches as shown in Fig. 1 . Widely used approach is the separate NMF formulation of rij,m for each of the M sources [12, 14, 15] . Henceforth, this approach will be referred to as ILRMA and formulated as
where Km is the model complexity parameter, t ik,m and v kj,m are the elements of basis and activation matrices respectively. Note that it is possible for the sources in a given mixture signal to have strong correlations among each other. Hence a second approach was given where a single basis and activation matrix is shared among all the sources. We will refer to this approach of unified NMF modelling as U-ILRMA. It is formulated as
where K is the model complexity parameter, t ik and v kj are elements of the common basis and activation matrix respectively and z mk is called a 'partitioning function' which quantifies the non-negative contribution of k th basis towards the variance of m th source. Note that U-ILRMA constrains the combined contribution of each basis as
Although ILRMA does not capitalize on the existence of correlations among sources, it is shown to be more reliable than the latter approach of U-ILRMA [12] . This is because the additional parameter z mk expands the overall optimization space, thus creating more number of local minima. However in separating music mixtures, U-ILRMA with a large number of bases (K ∼ 30) is shown to have better separation performance.
Limitations
One of the main limitations of both ILRMA and U-ILRMA is that the number of bases must be specified in advance. Also, ILRMA specifies equal number of bases for all the sources i.e. {K1 = · · · = KM = K}. If mixtures of sources with different characteristics like alarm and speech are given, then ILRMA cannot assign different number of basis to different sources. In U-ILRMA, the partitioning function z can assign different overall contributions of the bases towards each source and theoretically overcome ILRMA's limitation. However the combined complexity of all sources K in U-ILRMA must still be specified. As discussed above, U-ILRMA also expands the overall optimization space by adding an additional matrix to the factorization. Therefore it is not guaranteed that bases are optimally partitioned according to each source's characteristics. These limitations motivate the formulation of a Bayesian framework over U-ILRMA and lifting the constraint in Eq. (6) to create a more stable partitioning function.
Proposed Method
We overcome the limitations of U-ILRMA by proposing a probabilistic framework for the unified modelling of the source variances. In such techniques, it is common to introduce hidden variables to capture the structure of given observed data, and then inference them to estimate the posterior distribution. We recently proposed a Bayesian generalization of ILRMA [13] . In this work, we extend this generalization to the unified modelling approach of U-ILRMA. We model the multi-source spectra using a unified Bayesian NMF with a large number of basis vectors and place a sparse prior over the partitioning function z to extract the most relevant basis vectors.
Model Formulation
Contrast to the constrained modelling in Eq. (6), the proposed probabilistic framework assumes the prior distributions for each of t ik , v kj and z mk to be drawn from a random process as
where a0, b0, c0 are positive constants, Gamma(., .) is a gamma distribution defined over a shape parameter and a rate (inversescale) parameter. For sparsity, we set c0 1 so that the partitioning function adaptively models diverse sources [16] . Note that the expectation of t and v are set to 1, while their variance is 1/a0 and 1/b0 respectively. This implies that a slightly large value of a0 would sample the basis vectors from a closely packed space, which can help in modelling speech spectra. As each source's expected variance should correspond to the expectation of its power, the choice of prior parameters require that Ep[|yij,
Based on the proposed formulation of t, v and z, we maximize the cost function Q in Eq. (3).
Update Rules for Demixing Matrix
Under the proposed framework, the partial derivatives of cost function Q over the demixing matrix W W W i remain unchanged, and so do their update equations. They are derived in [10] as
w w wi,m ← w w wi,m(w w w h i,m Vi,mw w wi,m)
where e e em is a unit vector whose m th element equals one. The separated source spectra can then be extracted as
Variational Inference
Similar to the Bayesian generalization of ILRMA, we will adopt a fully factorized mean-field variational inference technique and approximate the hidden variables t, v and z from a family of conditional distributions over variational parameters [17] . We choose the Generalized inverse Gaussian (GIG) distributions for our variational family, which are expressed as
where K(.) is a modified Bessel function of the second kind and γ, ρ, τ are the variational hyper-parameters. We define the conditional distributions of our unified Bayesian model as
The main reason for choosing GIG is that its sufficient statistics are θ, (1/θ) and log(θ), which are a superset of the sufficient statistics of our Gamma prior distribution [18] . We now derive update equations from the cost function in Eq. (3) using firstorder Taylor expansion and Jensen's inequality [19] using their respective auxiliary positive constants αij,m and β ijk,m as
Eq log rij,m + |yij,m| 2 rij,m + Eq log q(t|Θ \t ) p(t|a0)
,
where C is a leftover constant. As mentioned earlier, the pairs (t, t −1 ), (v, v −1 ) and (z, z −1 ) are subsets of the GIG sufficient statistics. This allows us to directly derive the analytic coordinate ascent updates for our hyper-parameters by setting their coefficients to zero in the above inequality. Constants αij,m and β ijk,m re-tighten the above inequality (15) when:
Expectation of source parameters in Eqs. (16) and (17) can be obtained from those of a GIG distribution. The update equations for our hyper-parameters are derived as
In addition to Eqs. (18)- (23), the demixing matrix and the separated source spectra are updated using Eqs. (9)-(12) in each iteration. As there exists a scale ambiguity between the demixing matrix and the source variances, we normalize W W W and y similar to the normalization suggested in [12] . The difference being that t, v, z are not normalized but instead inferred from y.
Simulations and Results

Experimental Conditions
We evaluate our proposed method on the mixtures of speech sources obtained from the SiSEC2011 dataset [20] as given in Table. 1. Using these sources, we create synthetic two-channel reverberant mixtures using the recoding conditions shown in Fig. 2a . The room impulse responses E2A (reverberation time: T60 = 300 ms) for above recording conditions were obtained from the RWCP Sound Scene Database [21] . Mixture spectra are estimated from the time domain signals using a Hamming window of length 512 ms shifted every 128 ms. Each demixing matrix W W W i is initialized with an identity matrix. We model each source's variance with K = 30 basis and set a0 = 0.5, b0 = 0.1, c0 = 1/K. Hyper-parameters ρ, τ are initialized randomly from gamma distributions with shape and rate parameters set to 100. Number of iterations is 200. A back-projection technique [22] is used to convert the separated spectra y to time domain. Three metrics: signal to distortion ratio (SDR), signal to interference ratio (SIR) and signal to artifacts ratio (SAR) [23] are used to evaluate the quality of separated sources. Each separation is repeated for 10 different random initializations, and the average of above performance metrics are estimated accordingly. For the given setup, Fig. 2c, 2d show the average SDR for mixture ID: 2 and ID: 3 respectively over different values of K. It can be seen that the performance of ILRMA is higher than that of U-ILRMA for ID: 2 and vice-versa for ID: 3. This could be due to the difference in language and/or gender between IDs 2 and 3. In comparison, our proposed method is able to achieve SDR that matches the better to both of these methods. We use a horizontal line to depict our proposed method's SDR although it is initialized with K = 30 bases. This is because over time, it discards the contribution from irrelevant basis and adaptively models the sources with an optimal number of bases.
Results
The overall separation performance averaged over the 4 speech mixtures is compared for all the methods and shown in Fig. 2b . It is evident that the proposed method is able to outperform both ILRMA and U-ILRMA. Further, ILRMA seems to perform better with smaller K as opposed to U-ILRMA which prefers a higher K. We further compare our proposed method with the Bayesian generalization of ILRMA (Bay-ILRMA) [13] with K = 30 bases. The comparison of overall SIR, SAR and SDR are summarized in Table. 2. We see that, compared to the best configuration of ILRMA and U-ILRMA, the SDR improvement of the proposed method is at least 1.7dB. For both the Bayesian approaches, we only set K = 30 and let them flexibly model the sources in each mixture. As expected, Bay-ILRMA has a higher SDR than the best performing ILRMA. We also see an improvement in all three metrics for the unified multi-source modelling approaches. Variational inference methods are often computationally intensive as compared to their deterministic counterparts. Table. 3 shows a comparison of the computational time for 100 and 200 iterations. We observe that the time taken by U-ILRMA is similar to that of the proposed method. This is because, inference is exacting in roughly the first 30 iterations. However, as the optimization continues, number of basis required for source modelling decreases and the iterations become much faster. Note that although ILRMA is faster than the proposed method, the time taken to iterate over different values of K in search of the best performing ILRMA is still considerably higher. For our proposed method, it is possible to initialize the bases and/or the demixing matrix from conventional approaches for further improvements. Alternatively to the Gamma process prior assumed by our approach, it is also possible to assume a Beta process sparse NMF [24] based unified modelling. Recently, there have also been other generalizations of the source distributions instead of the isotropic complex Gaussian distribution like the Student's-t distribution (t-ILRMA) [25] , generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD-ILRMA) [26] . However, they introduce additional latent variables into the cost function Q and hence need parameter tuning. Bayesian extensions of such frameworks will be considered as part of our future work.
Conclusions
We propose a determined blind source separation method with a Bayesian generalization for the unified multi-source modelling based on a Gamma process NMF. Our formulation is able to overcome the limitation of conventional methods, whose separation performance changes with the number of latent features extracted by the traditional NMF. We experimentally show on the SiSEC2011 dataset that the proposed approach is flexible in modelling sources of different complexities, allowing it to optimally separate them. We further show that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art ILRMA based approaches.
